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Back in the day - 2003 

The IAHS’ PUB decade 2003-2013

A very inspiring and challenging

theme: useful and with a clear

objective

There is an increasing need for 

hydrological information, historical

and forecasts, everywhere: runoff

(floods, droughts), snow (when, how

much), groundwater (high-, low

levels), etc. 

The potential for the use of PUB 

has no limits…



PUB is possible because:

Everywhere (in Norway) 

we have the information

needed for setting up a 

rainfall-runoff model and 

simulate long time series 

of hydrological

information -historical

and forecasts

DTM- catchments- rivernetworks

Meteorology- precip and temperature

Rainfall-runoff model (DDD)

Catchment characteristics



The DDD model has previously been used to estimate hydrology in 

ungauged basins - at  nesting sites of Norway’s national bird, Fossekallen

Red circle, measured sites

24.8 Møska (south)

24.9 Tingvatn (north)

Black dots are known nesting 

sites for Fossekallen and define 

catchments with simulated 

hydrology 

 



The idea behind the dvelopment of the DDD model
was: 

- as few as possible parameters to calibrate

- physically based model parameters –a real possibility
to estimate them from CCs.

Procedure: 

1) Calibrate the DDD model against measured runoff for many
catchments (111). 

2) Establish regression equations for model parameters. 
Calibrated model parameters are explained and a function
of catchment characteristics (CC) such as % of Lakes, 
Wetlands, Forest, Elevation, mean daily runoff etc.  

Catchment characteristics CC



NGU’s map of 

infiltration capacity

significantly explains

some of the variability

of MRT

A new model parameter for describing runoff dynamics in DDD:  

Mean Response Time (MRT) is estimated from CCs (R2 = 0.8) 

Personal best!

Skaugen, T., Stavang, A.E., Lawrence, D., Møen, K.M. 2023. 
Catchment response times – understanding runoff dynamics from 
catchment distances and celerities. Hydrological Sciences Journal 
68/8: 1127-1138 https://doi.org/10.1080/02626667.2023.2201449



The service HydSimOveralt



In the map tool, which

includes gridded

meteorological forecasts, 

you can choose to simulate

for an area where you

think the action will be

(15.08.2023)
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In the map tool, which

includes gridded

meteorological forecasts, 

you can choose to simulate

for an area where the
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Select your catchment
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In the map tool, which

includes gridded

meteorological forecasts, 

you can choose to simulate

for an area where the

action is

Select your catchment

The tool calculates the

necessary information for 

estimating model

parameters and provides a 

unique ID

The service HydSimOveralt
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The service HydSimOveralt



The service HydSimOveralt- the entire operation takes about 10 minutes



The service HydSimOveralt- downloading the results



«On the fly» flood forecasts. Vestlandet, November 2022

Mean annual flood calculated from simulated 

30 years  timeseries (time lengths can be 

chosen)

The model compares simulated forecasts 

against simulated mean annual flood

Each catchment has its unique ID calculated 

once and for all.  With new meteorological 

data, running the model again is very speedy 

and simple.



HANS @runoff station Kråkfoss
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Application: Estimate the mean annual flood, 

RMSNE = 0.35 (SeNorgeV2) 

RMSNE = 0.23 (SeNorge2018)

RMSNE= 0.19  (SeNorge2018 + Pkorr)

RMSNE for HSO is 0.19, 

RMSNE for RFFA2018 is  0.23. 
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More, and better information

 further improves the system!



The parts of the system are in place and works well - how to develop

the ideal system (or systems) for users remains to be decided. 

Runoff forecasts can be run for everywhere in Norway

Relevant hydrological statistics can be calculated for everywhere in 

Norway

The model has no preferred temporal resolution. Current version

runs for 24h som 3h.  Higher resolution on temporal and spatial data 

will give high resolution hydrological simulations. 

Extracting meteorological data, calculating model parameters and 

running the model is carried out on a time scale suitable for 

operational flood forecating (5-10 minutes) 

We want to make a (n even) better GUI, and make the system 

accessible for users outside of NVE

Conclusions- HydSimOveralt
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